1. Additional Notes on REFINE

1.1. Extended Figures and Tables

Several figures and tables are given in this supplementary to complement the main paper. Figure 1 illustrates that although OccNet [22], Pix2Mesh [29], and AtlasNet [11] produce very different failure cases and artifacts, REFINE improves the both the input image consistency and 3D accuracy of all methods. For detailed per-class results on ShapeNet, please refer to Table 1. For per-class results on RerenderedShapeNet, refer to Tables 2 and 3. Figures 10 and 11 provides performance measurements visualized as a heatmap for 3D-ODDS across the class/angle and domain/angle factors. Figures 21 and 22 plots reconstruction accuracies on a per-object basis, for all objects in 3D-ODDS.

Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15 show more REFINE examples on real-world images (Pix3D and 3D-ODDS). Figure 16 is on RerenderedShapeNet, while Figure 17 is on ShapeNet. All these figures use an OccNet to reconstruct the original mesh. For REFINEment examples using the AtlasNet, Pix2Mesh, and Pix2Vox reconstruction methods, please refer to Figures 18, 19, and 20 respectively.

1.2. Scope, Limitations, and Future Work

Test-time shape refinement explores whether or not reconstructions can be improved by the use of additional auxiliary test-time information. In the work of [23], this was performed by optimizing the parameters of a SVR network given a coarsely reconstructed mesh, object silhouette, and pose. We also follow this input setting, which allows us to focus on studying REFINE independently without confounding factors. Research in automatic image segmentation [1,12,24,35] and pose estimation [16,27,31] is beyond the scope of this paper, and advancement in those tasks is left for future research. Additionally, we believe that the REFINE paradigm and 3D-ODDS dataset provide an excellent foundation for future improvements in test-time refinement and generalizable reconstruction. For example, it may be worthwhile to explore more complex architectures, high level learned priors, topological modifications, and generative/adversarial formulations. They may lead to more powerful refinements, but also significantly increased challenges in avoiding degenerate solutions.

1.3. Potential on Societal Impact

REFINE is a relatively lightweight instance-based, class-agnostic postprocessing step. It does not rely on any dataset to train on; its effectiveness is due its formulation, designed architecture, and proposed loss functions. Thus, we do not anticipate immediate negative environmental, fairness, or privacy concerns directly resulting from REFINE. However, it requires a black-box separate single view reconstruction network $S$ which reconstructs the original meshes. In real world deployments we encourage understanding the design and training procedure of $S$, especially its potential biases and security/privacy concerns which may be problematic in some neural networks [28, 30].

1.4. REFINE Architecture

The feature map encoder is based on the first two convolutional layers of ResNet-18 [13]. The dimension of all 8 graph convolution layers used is 128, and each is followed by a ReLU nonlinearity. $V_{dis}$ is predicted with a single fully connected layer, while $V_{Conf}$ is predicted with fully connected layers of sizes 32, 16, and 1 (a ReLU follows each except for the last, which uses sigmoid). The feature map encoder is initialized using ImageNet [5] classification pretrained weights, while all other weights are randomly ini-
Figure 2. The data collection procedure differs for each domain of the 3D-ODDS dataset. OTURN uses a high resolution DSLR camera in a controlled turntable setup, which was used to generate 3D meshes using structure-from-motion. OOWL is captured using a drone camera, mid-flight. OWILD depicts objects in diverse indoor/outdoor locations, captured using smartphone cameras.

Figure 3. A venn diagram of objects that can be found in the 3D-ODDS dataset’s three domains: OTURN, OOWL, and OWILD. 232 objects can be found simultaneously in all three domains.

1.5. Loss Functions

The weights chosen for the loss functions are $\lambda_{\text{Sil}} = 10$, $\lambda_{\text{Isym}} = 80$, $\lambda_{\text{Vsym}} = 20$, $\lambda_{\text{SymB}} = 0.0005$, $\lambda_{\text{Dis}} = 100$, $\lambda_{\text{Nc}} = 10$, and $\lambda_{\text{Lp}} = 10$. We found that this configuration works well overall in practice; however, they are not overly sensitive and changing them by $\pm 25\%$ didn’t change results significantly. Beyond this range, we observed that these weights operate intuitively as one would expect (as illustrated in Figure 9 of the main paper). In general, they are not difficult to tune and practitioners can modify them accordingly with their use case. For example, one might increase the weight of $\lambda_{\text{Dis}}$ if they are confident that in their use case, input reconstructions are already of relatively high quality. This would effectively apply a stronger prior towards minimizing the displacements’ magnitudes. Alternatively, if only symmetric objects are considered $\lambda_{\text{SymB}}$ can be increased.

Additionally for the symmetry losses, there are methods to predict planes of object symmetry [8, 34] but we found them to be unnecessary since most reconstruction methods output semantically aligned meshes for objects of the same class. In general, the objects are aligned so that $\mathbf{Z}$ is the vertical plane with $\mathbf{n} = [0, 0, 1]^T$. We adopt this convention in all our experiments. For the image rendering based symmetry loss, we also tried to use differentiably rendered normal maps and depth maps instead of only silhouettes. However, we found that this increased the computational complexity, and resulted in nearly the same performance.

1.6. Time Efficiency

Ideally, test-time shape refinement postprocessing should support any mesh and be fast. REFINE intrinsically satisfies the first requisite, since it is black-box, class-agnostic, and allows variable number of vertices per mesh. Optimization from scratch converges in relatively few iterations, approximately 400 (i.e. 400 forward and backward passes). This requires about 90 seconds on a GTX 1080Ti GPU. Moreover, because instances are treated independently, the refinement is trivially parallelizable. Since 4 instances fit on a GPU, a two GPU server trivially achieves a per-instance refinement time of $90/(4 + 2) \approx 11$ seconds, which is effective in terms of the second requisite.

2. Dataset Additional Details

Three new datasets are proposed in this paper: 3D-ODDS, RerenderedShapeNet, and ShapeNetAsym. All datasets will be publicly released upon publication. More details about these datasets are provided as follows.

2.1. 3D-ODDS

The proposed 3D-ODDS dataset contains multiview objects in 3 domains, as illustrated in Figure 2. The first domain is the contribution of this paper, OTURN, which is taken in the lab using a turntable and DSLR camera. 331 objects were imaged with dense pose coverage; 3 elevation angles and 72 azimuth angles (5° increments), for $331 \times 3 \times 72 = 71,496$ total images which are of high resolution with simple backgrounds. All the OTURN images for an example airplane object is provided in Figure 9. These images were then used to reconstruct a mesh for each object, using structure-from-motion software [21]. The sec-
2.2. RerenderedShapeNet and ShapeNetAsym

RerenderedShapeNet matches the ShapeNet [2] models in the test set given by [3]. However, a small domain gap is intentionally induced compared to the images from [3] through differences in the rendering process. This allows us to measure the robustness of SVR methods to domain gaps of various sizes between training on [3] and inference (on RerenderedShapeNet, ShapeNetAsym, Pix3D, or 3D-ODDS). In particular, [3] is rendered textured with Blender’s Eevee engine [4] at distance 0.8, uses 2 sun light sources 180 degrees rotated from one another, with specular and diffuse shading disabled. Meanwhile, RerenderedShapeNet is rendered textureless with PyTorch3D’s Hard Phong shading [18] at distance 1, uses a point light source at (0.5, −10), with ambient intensity 0.3, specular intensity 0.2, and diffuse intensity 0.3. Images in both have an elevation of 40° and randomly samples azimuths uniformly. An illustration of differences between RerenderedShapeNet and renderings from [3] is shown in Figure 4. In total, RerenderedShapeNet contains 8629 images and meshes.

We also introduced an asymmetric subset of RerenderedShapeNet called ShapeNetAsym containing 1259 images and meshes. The meshes are all asymmetrical, in the sense that each mesh has a symmetry loss $L_{sym} < 0.01$ for $\lambda_{sym} = 1$ and $\sigma_{j,k} = 1$. Some examples from ShapeNetAsym can be found in Figure 5.

3. Evaluation Details

3.1. Analysis of Variance Results

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) [7] is a commonly used statistical model and hypothesis testing framework for splitting observed variability into systemic factors and random error. In particular, it can be used to model the influence of categorical independent variables (i.e. “factors”) on a continuous dependent variable, to check if they are statistically significant. Due to its hierarchical structure, 3D-ODDS has 3 factors: class (14 levels, one for each class), domain (3 levels in OTURN, OOWL, OWILD) and pose (8 levels from 45° viewpoint azimuth increments). This suggests a 3-way ANOVA with blocked design, to account for object-based variability and dependencies (i.e. each object comprises a block). Our dependent variable in this case is F-Score after REFINEMENT of an OccNet. All factors, pairwise interaction effects, and triplet interaction effects were found to be statistically significant at the $\alpha = 0.05$ level. Total variability was decomposed into 13% class, 2% pose, 1% domain, 19% object instance. Interaction effects between (class,domain), (class, angle), (domain, angle), and (class, domain, angle) were found to be 7.6%, 6.8%, 0.3%, and 2.5% respectively, for 17.2% in total attributed to interaction effects between the factors.

Note that ANOVA has several assumptions. The dependent variable should be additively influenced, and ideally errors should be independent, homoscedastic, and Gaussian (though ANOVA is considered relatively robust to some departures [10, 20], due to the central limit theorem). In light of this, we suggest viewing these ANOVA results as a simple summary heuristic useful for gaining further intuition and insight into 3D-ODDS, rather than dogma.

3.2. Metrics

We detail the metrics used in the main paper below. For Pix3D, we follow the practice of [23] and exclude images where the object is truncated resulting in 5325 test instances. The meshes used in this work have approximately...
1500 vertices, although REFINE can handle much larger meshes (the only limitation being GPU memory).

The Earth Mover Distance (EMD) measures distance between point clouds $S_1, S_2$ sampled from two meshes, by solving the assignment optimization problem given by

$$d_{EMD}(S_1, S_2) = \min_{\phi:S_1 \rightarrow S_2} \sum_{x \in S_1} \|x - \phi(x)\|_2,$$

where $\phi$ is an optimal bijection. Because exactly computing EMD is too expensive, we utilize the approximation given by [6]. Like [23], we sample 2048 points from the reconstructed mesh and target mesh, scaled so it fits in a sphere of radius 1. For this metric, lower is better.

Chamfer-$l_2$ Distance (CD-$l_2$) is a widely used metric in the 3D literature [6, 11, 22, 29]. It computes the average nearest neighbor distance between points sampled from two meshes. Given these two sampled point clouds $S_1, S_2$, their Chamfer-$l_2$ distance is

$$d_{CD-l_2}(S_1, S_2) = \sum_{p \in S_1} \min_{q \in S_2} \|p - q\|_2^2 + \sum_{q \in S_1} \min_{p \in S_2} \|p - q\|_2^2.$$

Just like EMD, we follow [23] and sample 2048 points from the reconstructed mesh and target mesh, scaled so it fits in a sphere of radius 1. For this metric, lower is better.

F-score is formulated as the harmonic mean between precision and recall at a distance threshold between two shapes. Precision involves the number of points on the reconstruction which lie a certain distance to ground truth; recall measures completeness by the number of points on the ground truth which lie within a certain distance to the reconstruction. Like [23], we set this distance threshold to be 0.05 and sample 10000 points after rescaling to a sphere of radius 1. For more details, please refer to [26]. For this metric, higher is better.

Volumetric IoU is a standard metric [26] computed by the volume of two meshes’ union divided by the volume of their intersection. Like [22], we obtain an unbiased estimate by randomly sampling 100k points in the bounding volume and checking if points are inside the meshes (scaled to radius 1). A higher score is better. Non-watertight meshes were made watertight with ManifoldPlus [17]. Note that MeshSDF [23] reports scores for their non-standard version of the 3D IoU which only accounts for coarsely $30 \times 30 \times 30$ voxelized 3D surface, not internal volume. As this can be highly misleading (see Figure 6), we instead use the conventional definition of 3D IoU in all experiments.

### 3.3. Use of Existing Assets

The following code/dataset assets were used to conduct experiments for this paper.

- Pix2Mesh [29]. Used under the Apache License 2.0. Commit 7c5a7a1. [https://github.com/nywangle16/Pixel2Mesh](https://github.com/nywangle16/Pixel2Mesh).
- Pix2Vox [32]. Used under the MIT License, copyright 2018 Haozhe Xie. Commit f1b8282. [https://github.com/hzxie/Pix2Vox](https://github.com/hzxie/Pix2Vox).
- OWILD (i.e. ObjectPI) [15]. Obtained explicit permission from authors to use in 3D-ODDS. [http://www.svcl.ucsd.edu/projects/OOWL/CVPR2019_PIIE.html#dataset](http://www.svcl.ucsd.edu/projects/OOWL/CVPR2019_PIIE.html#dataset).
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Figure 7. Additional example images and mesh for objects in the Airplane class of 3D-ODDS.
Figure 8. Additional example images and mesh for objects in 3D-ODDS.
Figure 9. All 216 images for an airplane object in the OTURN domain of 3D-ODDS. There are 72 azimuth angles (increments of 5°) for 3 elevation angles.
Figure 10. F-score performance and standard deviation (in parenthesis) on the 3D-ODDS dataset across the class and angle factors, before → after REFINEment. Colors correspond to accuracy after REFINEment, normalized across the table. Red indicates lower accuracy, green indicates higher. Margins correspond to Figure 11 in the main paper.

Figure 11. F-score performance and standard deviation (in parenthesis) on the 3D-ODDS dataset across the domain and angle factors, before → after REFINEment. Colors correspond to accuracy after REFINEment, normalized across the table. Red indicates lower accuracy, green indicates higher. Margins correspond to Figure 11 in the main paper.

Table 1. Extended, per-class results for reconstruction accuracy with no domain shift. Corresponds to Table 3 in the main paper.

Table 2. REFINEment in the presence of mild domain shift, namely RenderedShapeNet reconstructions by ShapeNet trained networks OceNet, Pix2Mesh, and AtlasNet. REFINE achieves gains under all networks, classes, and metrics. Corresponds to the first 3 rows of Table 4 in the main paper.
Table 3. REFINEment in the presence of mild domain shift, namely RerenderedShapeNet reconstructions by a ShapeNet trained Pix2Vox Network. REFINE achieves gains under all classes and metrics. Corresponds to the last row of Table 4 in the main paper.

Figure 12. Occupancy Network mesh REFINEments for Pix3D images in the bed, bookcase, and chair classes.
Figure 13. Occupancy Network mesh REFINEments for Pix3D images in the desk, misc, and sofa classes.

Figure 14. Occupancy Network mesh REFINEments for Pix3D images in the tool, table, and wardrobe classes.
Figure 15. Occupancy Network mesh REFINEments for example 3D-ODDS images.

Figure 16. Occupancy Network mesh REFINEments for RerenderedShapeNet images in the airplane, bench, and cabinet classes.
Figure 17. Occupancy Network mesh REFINEments for several ShapeNet images.

Figure 18. AtlasNet mesh REFINEments for several RerenderedShapeNet images.
### Figure 19. Pix2Mesh mesh REFINements for several RerenderedShapeNet images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Image</th>
<th>Original Mesh</th>
<th>Refined Mesh</th>
<th>Input Image</th>
<th>Original Mesh</th>
<th>Refined Mesh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="original1.png" alt="Original Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="refined1.png" alt="Refined Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="original2.png" alt="Original Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="refined2.png" alt="Refined Mesh" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="original3.png" alt="Original Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="refined3.png" alt="Refined Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="original4.png" alt="Original Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="refined4.png" alt="Refined Mesh" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="original5.png" alt="Original Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="refined5.png" alt="Refined Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="original6.png" alt="Original Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="refined6.png" alt="Refined Mesh" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="original7.png" alt="Original Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="refined7.png" alt="Refined Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="original8.png" alt="Original Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="refined8.png" alt="Refined Mesh" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 20. Pix2Vox mesh REFINements for several RerenderedShapeNet images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Image</th>
<th>Original Mesh</th>
<th>Refined Mesh</th>
<th>Input Image</th>
<th>Original Mesh</th>
<th>Refined Mesh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="original9.png" alt="Original Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="refined9.png" alt="Refined Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="original10.png" alt="Original Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="refined10.png" alt="Refined Mesh" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="original11.png" alt="Original Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="refined11.png" alt="Refined Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="image12.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="original12.png" alt="Original Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="refined12.png" alt="Refined Mesh" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image13.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="original13.png" alt="Original Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="refined13.png" alt="Refined Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="image14.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="original14.png" alt="Original Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="refined14.png" alt="Refined Mesh" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image15.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="original15.png" alt="Original Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="refined15.png" alt="Refined Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="image16.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="original16.png" alt="Original Mesh" /></td>
<td><img src="refined16.png" alt="Refined Mesh" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 21. 3D-ODDS objects have 24 images (3 domains, 8 viewpoints). Reconstruction accuracies plotted before (after) REFINE as orange (green). Generally, REFINE improves performance invariance. Extended version of Figure 10 in the main paper.
Figure 22. 3D-ODDS objects have 24 images (3 domains, 8 viewpoints). Reconstruction accuracies plotted before (after) REFINE as orange (green). Generally, REFINE improves performance invariance. Extended version of Figure 10 in the main paper.